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Abstract— In this paper we propose a content based image retrieval method for diagnosis aid in medical fields. We
characterize images without extracting significant features by
using distribution of coefficients obtained by building signatures
from the distribution of wavelet transform. The research is
carried out by computing signature distances between the query
and database images. Several signatures are proposed; they
use a model of wavelet coefficient distribution. To enhance
results, a weighted distance between signatures is used and
an adapted wavelet base is proposed. Retrieval efficiency is
given for different databases including a diabetic retinopathy,
a mammography and a face database. Results are promising:
the retrieval efficiency is higher than 95% for some cases using
an optimization process.
Index Terms— CBIR, wavelets, diabetic retinopathy, signature

I. INTRODUCTION
Images have always been used in medicine for teaching,
diagnosis, and management purposes. Now medical imaging
systems produce more and more digitized images in all
medical fields: visible, ultrasound, X-ray tomography, MRI,
nuclear imaging, etc... Thus for instance, Lund University
hospital produces 15,000 new digital X-ray images per
day [1]. These images are very interesting for diagnostic
purposes: they are directly related to the patient pathology
and medical history. However the amount of images we
can access nowadays is so huge that database systems
require efficient indexing to enable fast access to images
in databases. Automatic image indexing using image digital
content (Content-Based Image Retrieval) is one of the possible and promising solutions to effectively manage image
databases [2], [3]. The purpose is to give an expert the
possibility of carrying out a research “like a blind man”
in the base, without formulating a semantic description of
the image he is examining. Thus, in the CBIR framework,
images are used as queries and a retrieval system returns
the most similar images in the database. We propose in this
work a signature derived from coefficients of the wavelet
transform. Standard wavelets (used in JPEG-2000) are tested
and we also introduce an adapted wavelet to improve results.
We also demonstrate that outcomes can be enhanced by
optimizing parameters like weights.
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The setup of the article is as follows. Section II-A describes the databases we used for evaluation. Section II-B describes the signature design process with standard or adapted
wavelet base. Section II-C propose a distance between two
signatures. Section III presents results and Section IV the
conclusion and perspectives.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. Databases
Several databases are used in order to test our algorithms.
1) Diabetic retinopathy database: The diabetic retinopathy (DR) database contains retinal images of diabetic patients, with associated anonymized information on the pathology. Diabetes is a metabolic disorder characterized by sustained inappropriate high blood sugar level. This progressively affects many blood vessels, which may lead to serious
renal, cardiovascular, cerebral and also retinal complications.
Different lesions appear on the damaged vessels, which may
lead to blindness. The database is made up of 63 patient
files containing 1045 photographs altogether. Images have
a definition of 1280 pixels/line for 1008 lines/image. They
are lossless compressed images. Patients were recruited in
Brest University Hospital since June 2003 and images were
acquired by experts using a Topcon Retinal Digital Camera
(TRC-50IA) connected to a computer. An example of image
series is given in figure 1. The disease severity level [4]
(ranging from 0 to 5) of each patient is also available.
2) Mammography database: The DDSM project [5] is
a collaborative effort involving the Massachusetts General
Hospital, the University of South Florida and Sandia National
Laboratories. The primary purpose of the database is to
facilitate research in the development of aid computer algorithms screening ([6] for example). The database contains
approximately 2,500 studies. Each study includes two images
of each breast, along with some associated patient information (age at time of study, ACR breast density rating) and
image information (scanner, spatial resolution). An example
of image series is given in figure 2. The expert diagnosis
(’normal’, ’benign’ or ’cancer’) is also available.
3) FaceDataBase: This database [7] is used as a benchmark database. It includes ten different images for each of
the 40 distinct subjects [7]. For some subjects, the images
were taken at different times, with different lightnings, facial
expressions (open / closed eyes, smiling / not smiling) and
facial details (glasses / no glasses). All the images were taken
against a dark homogeneous background with the subjects in
an upright, frontal position. Fig. 3 shows the 10 face images
of the same subject. Even though it is not our main purpose,
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Ten images sequence of the same person’s face
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where h(k) are the scaling coefficients. Then, the mother
wavelet ψ(t) is defined as
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Fig. 1.

Photograph series of a patient eye

Images (a), (b) and (c) are photographs obtained by applying
different color filters. Images (d) to (j) form a temporal angiographic
series: a contrast product is injected and photographs are taken at
different stages (early (e), intermediate (d), (f), (g), (h), (j) and late
(i)). For the intermediate stage, photographs from the periphery of
the retina are available.

(a)
Fig. 2.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Image series from a mammography study

(a) and (b) are images of the left breast, (c) and (d) are images of
the right one.

where the wavelet coefficients g(k) = (−1)k h(1 − k) [8].
Several different sets of coefficients h(k) can be found,
which are used to build a unique and orthonormal wavelet
basis [8]. The wavelet transform represents the decomposition of a function into a family of wavelet functions ψm,n (t)
(where m is the scale/dilation index and n the time/space
index). In other words, using the wavelet transform, any arbitrary function can be written as a superposition of wavelets.
Many constructions of wavelets have been introduced in
mathematical [9] and signal processing literature (in the context of quadrature mirror filters) [10]. In the mid eighties, the
introduction of multiresolution analysis and the fast wavelet
transform by Mallat and Meyer provided the connection
between the two approaches [11]. The wavelet transform may
be seen as a filter bank and illustrated as follows, on a one
dimensional signal x[n]:
• x[n] is high-pass and low-pass filtered, producing two
signals d[n] (detail) and c[n] (coarse approximation)
• d[n] and c[n] may be subsampled (decimated by 2: ↓2),
otherwise the transform is called translation invariant
wavelet transform
• the process is iterated on the low-pass signal c[n]
This process is illustrated in figure 4. We have extract information at several scales (subbands) plus an approximation
of the signal (the last c[n]).
In the case of images, the filtering operations are both per-

this database can be easily classified. Images belong to the
same class if and only if they represent the same subject.
The 400 database images are then classified in 40 classes.
B. Signature
1) Wavelets decomposition: Wavelets are families of functions generated from one single prototype function (mother
wavelet) ψ by dilation and translation operations: ψ is
constructed from the so-called scaling function φ, satisfying

Fig. 4.

Two-channel filterbank involving subsampling

formed on raws and columns, leading to the decomposition
shown in figure 5.
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Fig. 6.

Generalized Gaussian function

The first plot (on the left) illustrates the role of the parameter α,
the second the role of β
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We propose to characterize image texture by using a maximum likelihood estimator (α̂, β̂) of the distribution law for
coefficients of each subband of the wavelet decomposition.
These estimators are defined like this: given x=
(x1 , ..., xL ) the wavelet coefficients for one subband.
We suppose that each xi are independent. Varanasi and
Aazhang [14] demonstrated that (α̂, β̂) is the unique solution
of equation (4).
Fig. 5.

Wavelet transform of an image

There are three subbands at each scale, depending on whether the
raws/colums were high-passed or low-passed
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2) Wavelet Choice: unlike other time frequency transformations, the function basis is not defined by the wavelet
method. So we can choose the mother wavelet adapted to
studied images. Classical wavelets have been tested (Haar,
Daubechies 9/7, Le Gall 5/3, Daubechies 4-tap orthogonal...).
We also propose an automatic way to find an adapted
wavelet. In 1994, Sweldens introduced a convenient way to
satisfy all the desired properties of wavelets by reducing the
problem to a simple relation between the wavelet and scaling
coefficients. This approach is called the lifting scheme [12].
It permits to generate any compactly supported biorthogonal
wavelet. An interesting property of biorthogonal wavelet filters is that they allow a perfect reconstruction of decomposed
images. All the more, the lifting scheme makes the wavelet
transform faster, hence it is use in the Jpeg-2000 compression
standard. The optimization process is based on a genetic
algorithm followed by a Powell direction set descent.
3) Subband Characterization: Wouwer et al. [13] show
that for textured images, coefficients of the wavelet transform
are distributed with a generalized Gaussian law on each
subband. The law density (see equation (3) and Fig. 6) has
parameters:
•
•

α: a scale factor, it corresponds to the standard deviation
of the classical Gaussian law.
β : a shape parameter (Fig. 6) (its value is 2 for a
Gaussian distribution)
|x|
β
−( α )
p(x; α, β) =
,
1 e
2αΓ( )
R ∞ −t z−1β
Γ(z) = 0 e t dt, z > 0
β

(3)

(z)
. The β̂
where the function Ψ is defined by Ψ(z) = ΓΓ(z)
value should be find first by a Newton-Raphson algorithm. If
the Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm is well initialized, it
converges with few iterations. We define the image signature
as the set of couple obtained for each (α̂, β̂) in each subband.

C. Distance
To compute the distance between two signatures, we
estimate the divergence of the coefficient distribution law
for each subband. The distance is a weighted sum of the
divergences between corresponding subbands of two images.
The most classical divergence measure is the KullbackLeibler distance (see equation (5)).
Z
D(p(X; θq )||p(X; θi )) =

p(X; θq ) log

p(X; θq )
dx (5)
p(X; θi )

By using the expression of the generalized Gaussian law
density, we obtain equation (6).
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Some subbands are more relevant for CBIR than others
depending on the type of image. To take into account that,
we introduce a weight for each divergence measure. If the
data base is not classified we could use a relevance loop to
adjust all the weights. If the database is classified (which is
our case), these weights can be automatically learnt. In such
a case we use genetic algorithm in order to define the best
set of weights.

TABLE I
M EANS P RECISION FOR A 5 IMAGE WINDOW
base

faces
retinas
mammography

decomposition
level number
2
3
3

generalized gaussians
classical wavelets
(Daubechies 9/7)
93.05%
43.7%
69.4%
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III. RESULT
The previous algorithms are independently tested on the
three databases (see II-A). For evaluation and learning purpose, databases have to be classified. We choose the same
criteria for the retinopathy and mammography database: the
disease severity level. There are 6 levels for the diabetic
retinopathy and 3 for the mammography. For the face
database, images representing the same person belongs to
the same class (40 classes).
The evaluation criteria is the precision.
1) Each image in the database is used as a query image.
2) The algorithm find the five images of the database
closest to the query image.
3) Precision is computed for this query. It is the percentage of image belonging to the query image class.
4) After each query, we compute the mean precision. This
criteria is communicated to the optimization process
in order to find the best weights and wavelets (genetic
algorithms).
In Table I, results are given for the best set of parameters
(weight and decomposition number) of an 5 images window.
This number (5) is the best compromise for physicians
to perform a diagnosis. Too much images are difficult to
interpret and too few are not representative of a pathology.
Results are compared with the previous CBIR histograms
algorithm detailed in [15]. These parameters are computed
once during the training phase. The adapted wavelet results
for mammography are not available due to a too long
computing time. To find the adapted wavelet, the genetic
algorithm needs to decompose the entire base with numerous wavelet candidates, our computing resources couldn’t
perform that within a rational time. The time needed to find
the best wavelets and the best weight for the face database is
few minutes and 1 days for the retina base with our 4 CPUs
system. As soon as the wavelet and the weight are found a
query has a quick answer (few seconds), because only the
query image has to be decomposed.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Results show that this method can give good results. The
adapted wavelet is a little better than the standard ones and
histograms methods. Score for faces and mammography data
are very good. Results for the retina database are encouraging
but not very high. In fact, in diabetic retinopathy, lesions are

generalized gaussians
adapted wavelets

histogramms

95.5%
46.1%
-

88.8%
41.0%
70.0%

the only elements that determine the disease severity level.
Some lesions like microaneurisms are very small (15x15
pixels): our global method is not suited to detect such
lesions. And most of the time, physicians need more than
one image to perform their diagnosis. Our goal is now to
fuse semantic (clinical data) and numeric images to enhance
results. Preliminary results show that the precision can reach
79.5% for the retinas database.
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